
HURSTPIERPOINT COLLEGE

PREP AND PRE-PREP



HEAD OF PREP & PRE-PREP

Ian Pattison 
BSc (Southampton)

Ian joined Hurst Senior School in 1997, 
as a teacher of Chemistry and also 
coached some of our Hockey teams.

In August 2006, he was appointed as 
Housemaster of a boys' boarding  
house and in August 2013 Ian was 
appointed as Head of the Prep School 
(including Pre-Prep).

HEADMASTER OF THE COLLEGE

Tim Manly  
BA (Oxon) MSc (LSE) PGCE (Cantab)

Tim joined Hurst College in January 
2005 having formerly taught at Oakham 
School where he was Deputy Head  
and, prior to that, at Sevenoaks School.

During Tim Manly’s stewardship, Hurst 
has evolved into a very attractive 
destination for families and, as a 
result, has doubled in size and changed 
profoundly without losing any of its 
core strengths in terms of characteristics 
and personality.



Hurst Prep is a co-educational day school for 
pupils from 4 to 13 years of age. The school is 
divided in to a Pre-Prep (Reception to Year 2) 
and a Prep (Years 3 to 8).

As a genuine through-school, we have the 
children’s long-term interests at heart, both 
academically and pastorally. Whether they join 
us in Reception, Year 3, Year 7, or any time in 
between, we will be alongside them helping 
them to achieve their best in everything they  
do for the rest of their educational journey  
from child to adult.

Hurst is a place of learning, where our children 
feel secure, where they are supported, known as 
valued individuals, and are happy to challenge 
themselves to improve every day.

The Prep and Pre-Prep are housed in a separate 
building from the Senior School, surrounded by 
play areas and outdoor sports pitches.

The structure of the week is designed so that we 
have full use of college facilities as well as highly 
trained specialist staff for co-curricular activities.

Add the busy and focused rhythm of school 
life and the shared experiences of our close 
community and you have a very special 
environment in which children grow and 
develop. The opportunities we offer are  
simply outstanding.

We hope you will come to visit our school to  
find out more about what we can offer your 
child. I would be delighted to meet you and 
your family, show you the school and answer 
any questions you may have.

Yours sincerely,

Ian Pattison, Head of the Prep School

A WARM WELCOME TO HURST PREP



“Throughout the school there is a tangible and marked
positivity among pupils”

INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS INSPECTORATE



Hurst Prep accommodates children from Years 3 
to 8. The majority of children move up from our 
Pre-Prep and we also welcome new admissions 
into Year 3 or into any other year group 
providing we have spaces available. In Year 7  
we have a large intake from local primary 
schools and the year group doubles in size  
from two forms to four.

Academic life is the cornerstone of a Hurst 
education. We are ambitious for all pupils  
and support each child to be the very best 
that they can be. Pupils are known and valued 
for everything that they are and for the 
contribution they make to our community.

Inspirational teaching lies at the centre of 
our pupils’ academic experience. A broad and 
balanced curriculum is delivered by excellent, 
enthusiastic teachers whose priority is to  
ensure that pupils are consistently engaged  
and stimulated.

Lessons are carefully tailored to meet the needs 
of the individuals within each group, to ensure 
that each child is appropriately challenged and 
to encourage a life-long love of learning.

All classrooms are equipped with interactive 
whiteboards and computers. The Prep children 
also have their own Library, Computer room,  
Art room, gym and specially built Woodland 
School for outdoor education.

Prep pupils also benefit from being part of  
the overall college in sharing the Senior School 
Science labs and DT workshops. Performances 
take place in the New Bury Theatre, Music 
School, Moore Hall and the Chapel - which is 
also used for weekly services. The indoor heated 
swimming pool is used by all year groups. Many 
of the staff in the Prep School also work with 
the Senior School so they know the challenges 
the children will have in the future and can 
prepare them accordingly.

THE HURST PREP EXPERIENCE

“Hurst offers so much for pupils and it is great when your child engages 
and you see them grow, develop and enjoy their school days.”

CURRENT PARENT



REACHING THEIR FULL POTENTIAL

Value is placed on an education which takes  
the best from traditional and modern methods. 
The curriculum is broad and, although we take 
the National Curriculum as our base, we exceed 
this in many ways.

Our timetable is in line with the Senior School 
which creates greater fluidity between the two 
teaching environments.

We encourage all pupils to try new skills 
and activities, for their sense of wellbeing, 
achievement and fun, as well as to facilitate  
the development of many life skills.

Our extensive extra-curricular programme 
provides the opportunity for pupils to sample 
a variety of sports and outdoor activities, join a 
musical ensemble and learn new creative skills.

Facilities for co-curricular activities are 
impressive, with a range of theatres for  
drama, two fully-equipped dance spaces, the 
Music School, Sports Hall, indoor swimming 
pool, AstroTurfs, netball courts and traditional  
grass pitches.

Hurst Prep is an exceptional place where 
children learn, grow and develop in the 
nurturing environment we provide.

“I am very pleased with my daughter’s teachers. They are supportive 
and caring, making sure that pupils achieve their potential.”

CURRENT PARENT 



“Pupils enjoy their drama lessons from a very young age and learn to develop their imaginations early.“
INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS INSPECTORATE



In Years 3 and 4 teaching is still predominantly 
delivered by the form teachers with the 
exception of Science, French, Music, Drama  
and PE, which are taught by specialist teachers.

The focus in Years 3 to 6 is on the core curricular 
of English, Maths and Science to ensure that the 
pupils have all the skills necessary to fully access 
all the areas of the broad and varied curriculum.

The Head of Years 3-6 works closely with all 
the form tutors to oversee the academic and 
pastoral wellbeing of all children in those years.

In Years 5 and 6, our pupils have greater 
independence and move about the Prep School 
to benefit from specialist subject teachers for 
all their lessons. They still reap the benefits of a 
strong form system with their form tutor at the 
heart of their pastoral care.

Pupils in Years 7 and 8 are expected to take 
greater ownership of their academic journey 
in what is seen as the pre-GCSE years. School 
reports are written to them and they also attend 
parent evenings.

Key Stage 2 and 3 integrate well and are ready 
for the challenges of the Senior School. Pupils 
are placed in sets, according to their ability, in 
English, Maths, Science, French, Geography, 
History and Latin.

The children have formal exams twice a year in 
Years 7 and 8, to prepare them for life in the 
Senior School, and subsequent public exams. 
Where required, some pupils will have extra 
English or Maths lessons instead of Latin.

By regular assessment through Hurst’s grades 
and reporting system our teaching staff monitor 
progress and attainment to help each child reach 
his or her academic potential. Achievements are 
celebrated regularly, promoting confidence  
and high self-esteem throughout the school.

We also work in partnership with parents to 
ensure that all pupils thrive academically and 
develop strong, secure foundations for future 
academic success in the Senior School.

ACADEMIC FULFILMENT

“We build the ideals, values and attributes necessary to enable pupils to think for themselves  
and to take ownership and responsibility for their future”





“Our daughter has started to develop self-esteem and confidence. 
She has lovely friends and the pastoral support she receives is 

responsive and sensitive and she is very happy.”
CURRENT PARENT



Good pastoral care is essential for a child to 
flourish at school. At Hurst, each child is valued 
as an individual and our school environment is  
a safe, welcoming and friendly community.

Children are allocated to one of the four houses, 
which allows different years to work together 
in teams for various house competitions, and 
encourages healthy competition and teamwork.

Pupils in Years 6, 7 and 8 can apply to be 
School Guardians and Prefects. Once they have 
completed training, Guardians and Prefects 
undertake duties looking out for and supporting 
pupils in both the Pre-Prep and Prep School.

Form tutors are responsible for pastoral care, 
supported by a strong tutor team, guided 
by their Head of Year and the designated 
safeguarding lead.

Our housemasters and mistresses take an active 
role in encouraging their pupils to earn house 
points and also take the lead in organising 
charity days to create an awareness of 
responsibility to the wider community.

We strongly value our links with the local and 
global community and our children regularly 
support various charities by holding special 
fundraising events within their houses, year 
groups and as a whole school community.

We encourage our pupils to care for the natural 
world which includes discussing environmental 
issues and how to tackle them. Pupils work 
towards an Eco School Award within our 
EcoHurst club.

CARING COMMUNITY

“I want our children to have a respect for one another, a respect for the world at large  
and an understanding of their place in it, so as they grow up and become the adults of tomorrow  

they will be able to enhance the world around them.“
IAN PATTISON



The importance of an all-round education is 
demonstrated by the wide range of activities  
on offer to our pupils. Activities include:

•  Music: five different choirs, orchestra, jazz 
band and several other smaller music groups 
across a range of styles

•  Drama: several major drama productions per 
year, LAMDA lessons, drama as an additional 
activity or weekly lessons

•  Dance: six dance companies offering 
contemporary, street, tap and ballet

•  Art: Art exhibitions, Arts Week, Arts and 
Crafts club, Manga comic book drawing  
club, the school newspaper and various 
creative events.

• Debating and Philosophy clubs

•  STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering  
and Mathematics) clubs including coding, 

Space Explorers, DT, and working towards 
a British Science Association (BSA) Bronze 
CREST Award (Year 8)

 Physical activity is also greatly encouraged and 
the following sports are on offer:

•  Cricket, Football, Hockey, Netball, Rugby  
and Tennis

•  Swimming squad, Cross-country team, 
Athletics squad and running club

•  Matches on Wednesday afternoons with 
more than 30 different teams in action

•  Outdoor pursuits: Climbing, Kayaking, 
Mountain Biking, Sailing and Wakeboarding

•  Additional sports: Table Tennis, Triathlon, 
Ninjitsu, Water Polo and Yoga

CO-CURRICULAR OPPORTUNITIES

“The school provides a wealth of extra-curricular activities in which pupils receive excellent coaching  
from staff who have high levels of expertise.”

INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS INSPECTORATE





“We work in close partnership with parents to ensure 
that each child thrives academically”



Hurst Pre-Prep caters for children from the age 
of four (Reception) to seven (Year 2), prior to 
moving up to the Prep School.

For the youngest pupils our Pre-Prep is the 
perfect environment - nurturing, small and  
self-contained - where our children instantly  
feel at home.

Each classroom is equipped with interactive 
white boards and computers. Classrooms open 
onto a covered outdoor terraced area where 
there are many activities for outdoor learning.

The Pre-Prep has its own bespoke playground to 
provide a stimulating environment for creative 
and imaginative play.

The Pre-Prep also shares some of the Prep School 
facilities including a library, dedicated music 
rooms and an on-site Woodland School.

We also make the most of the extensive facilities 
across the college such as the heated indoor 
swimming pool, playing fields, hard courts, 
AstroTurfs, the newly-built theatre and the 
Chapel - which is used regularly for services  
and some creative performances. Being part of 
the college campus allows our pupils to benefit 
from specialist support and amazing facilities.

Hurst Pre-Prep is a caring, happy and supportive 
community which inspires a love of learning. Our 
pupils are taught to appreciate and value their 
local and global community and to understand 
the importance of helping others.

THE HURST PRE-PREP EXPERIENCE

“Hurst has given my children a fantastic start to their 
academic careers. I could not ask for more!” 

CURRENT PARENT



INDIVIDUAL TEACHING

We work closely with parents to provide  
an environment where children learn in  
ways best suited to their needs and interests, 
with specialist teachers for key areas of  
the curriculum.

DIGITAL LEARNING

At Hurst our pupils use desktop computers, 
digital devices, interactive whiteboards and 
laptops as tools for learning.

CREATIVE AND PERFORMING ARTS

Our creative programme allows the children to 
express themselves in different ways and ensures 
they develop confidence, concentration and 
important social skills. 

Children are encouraged to develop their 
creative skills through Art, Dance, Drama and 
Music. They enjoy opportunities to perform in 
front of parents at events such as the Nativity 
Play and Dance Showcase.

SPORT

Sport is a vital part of the curriculum. We teach 
children basic sports skills from an early age to 
help prepare them for healthy, active lifestyles 
in the future. Our PE programme includes 
swimming, gymnastics, dance and games. All 
lessons are taught by specialist PE teachers, 
including fully-trained swimming instructors.

OUTDOOR LEARNING AND VISITS

Hurst has an on-site Woodland School and small 
farm which our Pre-Prep children visit regularly 
for outdoor learning. 

Our carefully planned learning experiences also 
include visits from writers, artists and musicians  
and off-site trips.

ACTIVITIES

We encourage all pupils to develop new skills 
and try new activities through our extensive  
co-curricular programme which includes sports 
and creative clubs.

“Their [pupils'] excellent communication skills, developed by the school’s commitment to encouraging them  
to listen, speak and write effectively, are evident across the curriculum.”

INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS INSPECTORATE



“Pupils of all ages appear happy, healthy and active and they are
very positive about their school.“

INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS INSPECTORATE



“My children enjoy going to school every day and look forward to seeing their teachers.  
This says a great deal about the quality of teachers”

CURRENT PARENT



We work hard to deliver exceptional teaching,  
a first-class curriculum and excellent pastoral 
care to instil a love of learning and provide a 
secure academic foundation for our pupils.

We provide children with a broad and balanced 
range of experiences, enabling them to learn 
through structured activities and open-ended 
play. They are gradually introduced to the more 
formal aspects of learning and begin to read 
and write using the very successful phonics 
programme Read Write Inc, as they move from 
‘learning to read’ towards ‘reading to learn’.

Reception pupils follow the Early Years 
Foundation Stage (EYFS) whilst those in  
Years 1 and 2 follow the National Curriculum.

In Years 1 and 2 pupils are grouped according 
to their ability and taught in small groups. Once 
a child finishes the phonetics programme, they 
work within a literacy and language scheme.

Mathematics is taught from a very practical base, 
with written number formation and recording 
becoming part of the learning process as the 
year progresses.

All teachers and teaching assistants ensure  
that children are making progress appropriate 
for their age, stage and their individual  
learning styles.

Our pupils’ achievements are consistently well 
above the national level, which gives them  
an excellent foundation to build on their  
literacy and knowledge throughout Key Stage 1 
and beyond.

Pre-Prep and Prep School staff work closely 
together to ensure a smooth transition at the 
age of seven from the last year of Pre-Prep  
(Year 2) into the first year of Prep (Year 3).

INSPIRED LEARNING



INSPECTION REPORTS AND REVIEWS

INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS INSPECTORATE

“ The quality of pupils’ academic and other 
achievements are excellent overall.”

“ The quality of pupils’ personal development is 
excellent overall.”

“ Pupils’ outstanding attitudes to learning are 
evident in lessons and beyond.“

“ Behaviour is exemplary, and they are respectful 
and supportive of each other.“

“ Pupils of all ages appear happy, healthy  
and active and they are very positive about 
their school.“

EARLY YEARS FOUNDATION STAGE

The Early Years Foundation Stage (EFYS) inspection refers  
to our provision for Hurst’s Pre-Prep School children up to  
and including the age of 5.

“ The overall effectiveness of the EYFS  
is outstanding“

“ Leadership and Management are excellent“

“ The quality of the provision is outstanding“

“ Outcomes for children are excellent“

ISI inspection, May 2019

Summary from the full inspection report by the  
Independent Schools Inspectorate (ISI), May 2019.  
Full report available at isi.net and on the Hurst  
website hppc.co.uk

GOOD SCHOOLS GUIDE

“ Pupils say the challenge grade system ‘helps 
you get to where you want to be’, and it 
certainly works, Hurst is in the top 10% 
nationally for value added.”

“ A parent told us this is not a school for those 
who want to fly under the radar and just get 
to the end of their school days: ‘the thing you 
do at this school is engage - it can be anything, 
there are endless opportunities’”

“ Parents choose Hurst because they feel it 
provides something more than an academic 
education: ‘We want (them) to do well 
academically but [...] we want them to be 
brought on as people’.”

There are a number of guides for parents seeking objective 
information but many consider the Good Schools Guide to be 
the most authoritative. Its reports are based upon a rigorous 
independent appraisal, including an inspection and interviews 
with a range of current parents.

Full report available at goodschoolsguide.co.uk and on the 
Hurst website hppc.co.uk



“Pupils are well taught and achieve their academic potential”, said a parent. 
“It does its core purpose brilliantly”, said another

GOOD SCHOOLS GUIDE



APPROACHING HURST BY ROAD 
FROM THE NORTH

•  From the M25, join the M23 and then the 
A23 travelling south

•  Leave the A23 at the Burgess Hill/Hickstead/
Twineham turn-off, turning left at the 
roundabout at the head of the exit road  
to join the A2300

•  Turn right at the next roundabout  
(road signposted to Goddards Green  
and Hurstpierpoint)

•  At next junction (with The Sportsman Public 
House to your left), cross with care and 
continue straight ahead into Cuckfield Road

•  After approx. 1.5 miles, turn left into  
Chalkers Lane (opposite the signpost for 
Hurstpierpoint College)

•   Continue along the lane; the entrance to the 
Prep School is on the right

APPROACHING HURST BY ROAD 
FROM THE SOUTH

•  From Brighton, join the A23 travelling north.
•  Leave the A23 at the Hurstpierpoint turn off 

B2117
•  Turn right onto B2117 (crossing the A23)
•  At the roundabout in the village go straight 

across, into Cuckfield Road
•  After approx. 1 mile, turn right into  

Chalkers Lane (opposite the signpost for 
Hurstpierpoint College)

•   Continue along the lane; the entrance to the 
Prep School is on the right

HOW TO FIND US

BY RAIL 

There is a fast and frequent rail service from 
London Victoria to Hassocks station.  
The College is a short taxi ride from the station. 
Haywards Heath station is also close by.

BY AIR

Hurst College can be reached quickly from both 
London Gatwick and London Heathrow.



ARRANGE A PERSONAL VISIT

We look forward to welcoming prospective pupils and parents
to Hurst to experience our vibrant community.

PLEASE CONTACT ADMISSIONS
prepadmissions@hppc.co.uk  I  01273 836927

For more information please visit our website: hppc.co.uk

LONDON

BRIGHTON

M25 M25

M20

M4

M3

GATWICK

M23

A23



Achieving your child’s personal bests
An outstanding day, weekly and flexi boarding school for boys and girls between 4-18 years

REGISTERED CHARITY NUMBER 1076498. HURSTPIERPOINT COLLEGE LIMITED IS A REGISTERED CHARITY THAT EXISTS TO PROVIDE EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE

Hurstpierpoint College Prep & Pre-Prep 
College Lane, Hurstpierpoint, West Sussex BN6 9JS 

hppc.co.uk   I   01273 834975

 @Hurst_Prep   |    @Hurst_College   |    @Hurst_College


